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Abstract
Iterative roots are a valuable tool for modeling and analyzing dynamical systems. They provide a natural way to
construct a continuous time model from discrete time data. However, they are in most cases extremely difficult to
compute analytically. Previously we have demonstrated
how to use neural networks to calculate the iterative
roots and fractional iterations of functions. We used a
special topology of MLP’s together with weight sharing.
This paper shows how adding a regularization term to the
error function can direct any backpropagation based
training method to the same result but in a fraction of epochs when using advanced 2-nd order learning rules.

again, f is the time-one mapping function of the system.
Using a well known notation, x 2 = f ( f ( x0 ) ) can be writ2
ten as x 2 = f ( x 0 ) . Then the state of the system at time
t is given by
t

xt = f ( x0 )
t

f is called the t-th iteration of f . The common notation
–1
for the inverse of a function f fits nicely into this picture too: Computing the previous state of the system at
time t = – 1 means applying the inverse of f to x 0 :
–1

x–1 = f ( x0 )

(1)

0

1 Iteration = Discrete Time Evolution

Let f ( x ) = x denote the identity, which also fits nicely
into this picture.

Among lots of other applications iterative roots of functions are the key for embedding time discrete systems
into continuous time or changing the time base.

Thus f is the time evolution operator for all integer times
t.

Suppose you have collected market data on a monthly
base and have created a pretty good neural model for predicting next month sales of your company. But due to an
increased business speed you are asked to make predictions now on a weekly base. Will you have to wait until
you have sampled enough data again each week for training a weekly model? Or will you just interpolate the
weeks from a month? But for nonlinear dynamics this is
pretty difficult without knowing the equations of the system. But it is possible to compute this in a model free way
indeed!
The dynamics of discrete time systems is best described
in terms of iteration. The time evolution of a system is described by a function
xt + 1 = f ( xt )

t

Remark: From chaos theory we know that iterating even
pretty simple functions can exploit extremely complex
behavior, like the logistic equation x t + 1 = axt ( 1 – x t )
which is the schoolbook example for chaos.
2 Iterative Roots
Iterative roots are the extension of the roots of numbers
to the domain of function spaces and they are defined in
terms of a functional equation:
Definition: Given an arbitrary mapping f of a set S to itself, a solution ϕ of the equation
ϕ( ϕ( x ) ) = f( x)

x ∈ S , is called a functional or iterative root of f .
In general, for the equation
n

x are vectors in the state-space of the system. This may
also take the form of a difference equation
x t + 1 = x t + ∆( x t ) , but it can easily converted to the
form above. Computing the trajectory of the system from
a starting point x 0 means just applying f over and over

ϕ (x) = f(x)

the solution ϕ is called a n-th iterative root of f and the
1⁄n
formal notation ϕ = f
is used. Similar a solution of
the equation

n

m

φ (x) = f (x)
can be written as φ ( x ) = f
f.

m⁄n

erative semigroup of f with the notation
these two conditions apply:

( x ) , a fractional iteration of

This extends the common notation of iterates or „powers“ of
functions from the well known integer exponents to arbitrary
fractional numbers.

t

ϕ (x) = x

( x ) with real t if

t

F ( x ) = f ( x ) for all x and integers t ∈ Z
and F conforms to the translation equation
t1

t2

F (F ( x) ) = F

The mathematics of iterative roots is rather difficult. They
appeared first 1815 in the Babbage equation
2

t

t1 + t 2

(x )

As it is easily seen, the fractional iterates of f are behaving
exactly this way and thus are a possible way of introducing
continuous time to iterated maps.

which solutions are called „the roots of identity“. This simple
case of an iterative root already demonstrates that there is no
uniqueness attached to a solution: In addition to the obvious
solution ϕ ( x ) = x there are infinitely many other solutions,
e.g. ϕ ( x ) = a – x . Very often solutions depend on some arbitrary function.

Back to our problem from the beginning, if our model for the
sales of next month is given by some function, we have to
take the 4-th root of this model to get the one week model.

On the other hand the question for the existence of iterative
roots of a given function f turns out to give the surprising answer, that „almost no“ function posesses iterative roots,
(mathematically spoken): the subset of iterates is nowhere
dense in most function spaces, but proofs are often difficult.

Neural networks are able to approximate any given (nonpathologic) function from example data. They are often
called universal approximators. If the network from figure 1
is trained as a whole to approximate the function f ( x ) and at
the same time all the weights from the both subnets are kept
equal then each subnet represents exactly the iterative root of
f . Using backpropagation as the basic learning method two
additional ways to enforce the regularization task were successfully demonstrated so far: Training only the second subnetwork and continuously copying the weights to the first
net. If this process converges, both subnets are identical and
represent the root of f . An alternate method implements a
weight sharing mechanism between the corresponding
weights of the two subnets which are otherwise treated like a
normal MLP. This method converges at the same time to the
target function and equal subnets. A mayor drawback of both
methods is that higher order learning rules which are proven
to give much better results than vanilla backpropagation,
cannot be used because of the additional weight changes.

A 2001 survey article on the current state of the research on
iterative roots states „...one should not expect results on iterative roots in a general situation. In fact, even roots of polynomials are not described. Even worse: we do not know
whether every complex cubic polynomial has a square
root...“
3 From Discrete to Continuous Time
In chapter 1 we described the temporal evolution of a discrete
time dynamical system by terms of iterating a self mapping
function. Sometimes the question arises if such a discrete
time dynamical system can be embedded into continuous
time. In fact this should be possible for all physical systems
as physical time is considered to be a continuous flow. (Only
philosophers and quantum mechanics may be concerned).
But in every practical case we realize every system only in finite time steps because of a technically limited sampling rate
for observations. However, the final desired description is a
continuous trajectory x ( t, x 0 ) , or at least some differential
equation describing the dynamics, which can be integrated to
yield particular solutions.
n

The set of all f with n ∈ N forms the iterative semigroup of
f and can be embedded into what is called the continuous it-
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Something is known for real valued functions, e.g continuous
and monotonically rising functions have continuous and
monotonic roots of all orders. In general, each case has to be
examined carefully.

4 Computing Iterative Roots with
Neural Networks

f

Figure 1: A MLP computes the iterative roots of f

The same arguments can be used for n-th iterative roots,
where a composition of n networks is trained towards f .
Taking then a row of only m of these sub-networks, this is
m⁄n
equivalent to the fractional iteration f
.

1
w i = --n

n

∑ w i, j

j=1

the emperical variance is given by the following term:
n

m

1

2
1
s i = --n

n

∑ ( wi, j – wi )

2

j=1

f(x)
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To normalize over all weights divide by the number of
weights:
1⁄n

ϕ

m

= f

m ⁄n

1
E regv ar = ---m















ϕ = f

f

Figure 2: Computing a fractional iterate φ = f

When the regularization task of making both subnetworks as
similar as possible, is formulated as an error term E re g which
adds to the usual approximation error E app on the training
data, most backpropagation based gradient descend algorithms can successfully handle this problem without further
modifications.

Let w i, j denote the i -th weight in the j -th subnet. Goal is to
make all corresponding weights as equal as possible
w i, j – w i, k → 0 for all j, k . The index i has to include all
weights of a subnet, including biases.
An appropriate error measure is the sum squared error of all
corresponding weights.
m =Number of weights per subnet, n =number of subnets.
n–1

∑ ∑

i=1

n

∑

( w i, j – w i, k )

i=1

To construct the total error function a parameter 0 < α < 1
may be introduced which gives a choice between
E = αE ap p + ( 1 – α )E re g
To force the network for a minimal approximation error of f
set α → 1 , if mainly equal subnets are desired a small α is
appropriate. This choice is useful if there exist no exact iterative roots of f .
The gradient necessary for backpropagation is then given by

E = E app + E re g

m

2

∑ si

m⁄n

5 Regularization by Introducing an Error Term

E re gsum =

m

2

j= 1 k= j+1

There are n ( n – 1 ) ⁄ 2 pairs of corresponding subnets, the
mean squared error of two corresponding weights is
E regsum
E re gmean = ------------------------n( n – 1 )
m -------------------2
Another way is to use the sum of the variances of corresponding weights across all subnets. Starting with the mean value
of corresponding weights

∂E reg...
∂E app
∂E
------------ = α -------------- + ( 1 – α ) ----------------∂w i, j
∂w i, j
∂w i, j
with e.g.
n
∂E re gmean
4
------------------------- = -----------------------( w i, j – w i, k )
∂w i, j
mn ( n – 1 ) ∑
k=1

Nothing else has to be changed in the backpropagation algorithm and derived methods, like quasi Newton gradient descend.
6 Example
The method is demonstrated on the fractional iterations of
2
f ( x ) = x , because they can also be calculated analytically
to compare the results. The inverse is calculated most easily
with the same network just by exchanging inputs and outputs
in the training data. The MLP consists of 8 subnetworks with
an (1-8-1) structure, linear input and output neurons and sigmoid hidden units. Training method is quasi newton back–6
propagation. This results in an approximation error of 10
for f ( x ) . Training data consists of 100 x, y pairs from the in-

terval [ 0, 1 ] . The network usually converges to the solution
within 400 training epochs.
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Figure 3: The fractional iterates of f ( x ) = x
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7 Conclusions
The new method for computing iterative roots mean a significant advantage for applications over the weight sharing
method. The table demonstrates the gain of performance
compared to the older procedures. And because of the difficult analytic treatment and a lack of other available numerical methods so far, this should be valuable for all who are
facing the problem of calculating iterative roots of functions.
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